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The New Maruti Swift has been launched by making some new improvements. The latest one not
just poses stunning and great looks but it is totally outfitted with the world-class technology and
sophisticated features that concludes the car as being the great performer and quite inexpensive to
go on the roads. This is the big reason behind its growing demand even after 6 years of presence in
India. Freshly, innovative Maruti Swift clicked 50,000 bookings till 2011August. The car comes is
available in both diesel and the petrol versions. Petrol version is crowded with 1.2 L, 1197 cc K
series engine. The engine of K series mated to 5 Speed physical Transmission gearboxes and it
fulfill with BS IV release standards and proffer vast performance in provisions of torque, power and
acceleration. Diesel version is crammed with 1.3L, 1248 cc DDiS engine that facilitates improved
combustion & fuel competence.

The latest Maruti Suzuki Swift LXI is the petrol base model being comprised of 6 models in total.
Maruti Swift LXI has managed to acquire the label of the most likable car in its section and gratify to
crowd of audience. There is big list of features of list being incorporated into the model that lets it
stand out among the thousands of others. The car is the extremely popular rear door in the Indian
market and the rage for this diminutive speculates is boundless. Discussing about LXI, it will not be
wrong to say that Maruti has not negotiated in terms of the features incorporated in to the car and
bigheartedly laden the innovative Swift LXI using body color bumpers & tubeless tyres. There are
tinted glass being used in the windshield and the windows in the green shade.

The exterior rear view mirrors can be adjusted physically in the model. Additional external features
include 2 irregular wipers in the front, wheels made of steel with the centre cap, back-door opener
and remote fuel lid. The variantâ€™s kerb weight is around 960 kg and therefore is the lightest among
the entire. The size of the tyre is also small being 165/80R14. The improved Maruti Swift LXI is
power-driven by the petrol engine of K series with VVT. The engine relocates 1197 cc and comprise
of 4 cylinders along with compression ratio of 10:1. The powerful engine is very much capable of
producing 87 Ps power at 6000 rpm & 114 Nm torque is roiled out of the engine at 4000 rpm. Maruti
Suzuki Swift LXI price is being kept thoughtfully keeping in mind the features of the Maruti Suzuki
cars. Maruti Swift cars are mainly popular among the youth.
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